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Abstract
Aim: To (1) develop an assessment tool for laparoscopic complete mesocolic excision 
(LCME) and (2) report evidence of its content validity.
Method: Assessment statements were revealed through (1) semi- structured expert in-
terviews and (2) consensus by the Delphi method, both involving an expert panel of five 
LCME surgeons. All experts were interviewed and then asked to rate LCME describing 
statements from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Responses were returned 
anonymously to the panel until consensus was reached. Statements were directly in-
cluded as content in the assessment tool if ≥60% of the experts responded “agree” or 
“strongly agree” (ratings 4 and 5), with the remaining responses being “neither agree 
nor disagree” (rating 3). Interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated for expert 
agreement evaluation. All included statements were subsequently reformulated as tool 
items and approved by the experts.
Results: Four Delphi rounds were performed to reach consensus. Disagreement was re-
ported for statements describing instrument handling around pancreas; visualisation of 
landmarks before inferior mesenteric artery ligation; lymphadenectomy around the infe-
rior mesenteric artery, and division of the terminal ileum and transverse colon. ICC in the 
last Delphi- round was 0.84. The final tool content included 73 statements, converted to 
48 right-  and 40 left- sided items for LCME assessment.
Conclusion: A procedure- specific, video- based tool, named complete mesocolic excision 
competency assessment tool (CMECAT), has been developed for LCME skill assessment. 
In the future, we hope it can facilitate assessment of LCME surgeons, resulting in im-
proved patient outcome after colon cancer surgery.
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INTRODUC TION

Complete mesocolic excision (CME) has been associated with im-
proved cancer- specific survival, especially for patients with stage 
III cancer [1, 2]. The procedure can be carried out laparoscopi-
cally (LCME) with similar oncological results and the advantages of 
minimal- invasive surgery [3– 5]. The complexity of the procedure 
has raised safety concerns as increased risks of blood vessel injury 
have been reported [6], and most data on its safety and oncological 
complexity derive from centres with highly specialised expertise [3, 
7]. Although LCME is considered to be technically demanding, pre-
vious results suggest it is achievable by experienced laparoscopic 
surgeons. Currently, there are no tools available to objectively assess 
the surgical performance and quality of such procedures.

Tools to objectively measure surgical performance and monitor 
proficiency gain during the surgeon's learning period have been pre-
viously described and validated [8– 10]. The most widely used tool is 
the Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skill (OSATS) by 
Martin et al. [11], which is used to evaluate general aspects of oper-
ative performance. However, adequate evaluation of specific pro-
cedural steps is crucial when performing complex procedures such 
as laparoscopic colon resection. When new assessment tools are 
developed, content is often based on practical surgical experience 
from single centres, evidence from the literature, expert opinions, 
and/or adaptation of other tools from similar surgical procedures 
[8– 10]. Although such tools might be useful in a local clinical set-
ting, the overall scientific validity of the tool content is questionable. 
Guidelines towards a structured scientific approach to assessment 
tool development are available [12, 13]. First, they suggest estab-
lishing an explicit theoretical basis of the tool content, and second 
to evaluate the tool content by a systematic expert review. One sci-
entific method to create such evidence- based content is the Delphi 
method [14– 16]. As the Delphi method can be applied in a virtual 
setting, experts can be recruited from diverse geographical loca-
tions avoiding single expert/single centre biases. As a result, it has 
become increasingly attractive in establishing content validity for 
tools reflecting practice across diverse institutions [17– 23].

Tools for skill assessment in laparoscopic colon resection exist 
and are already incorporated in certification processes of surgeons 
in training [10]; among these is the Japanese Endoscopic Surgical Skill 
Qualification System (ESSQS) evaluating the operative performance 
of a Japanese D3 resection [24], and the Competence Assessment 
Tool (CAT) applied to laparoscopic colorectal procedures in the 
National Training Programme in England [17]. However, none of the 
existing tools evaluates the important procedural aspects of the 
LCME procedure: meticulous dissection within the embryological 
planes; application of a high tie to ensure lymph node dissection 
around the tumour- supplying central vessels; and sufficient longi-
tudinal resection of bowel on both sides of the tumour [1, 25, 26]. 
Existing tools seem to focus on instrument handling and tissue care, 
but less on the oncological resection quality. Dissection performed 
in the wrong plane or mesocolon damage challenges the oncological 
principles of LCME and compromise the specimen quality [27]. Such 

breaches reduce the odds of successful sign- off assessments among 
laparoscopic colorectal trainees [28] and have been incorporated 
into a performance tool for rectal surgery (LapTMEpt) [29]. However, 
evaluation tools with focus on specimen quality have never been de-
scribed in laparoscopic colon surgery.

To secure the surgical quality of the LCME procedure and facil-
itate its implementation beyond highly specialised surgical centres, 
there is a need for a scientific sound LCME assessment tool, which 
evaluates surgical technique, procedural steps, and oncological re-
section quality. Such a tool will help standardise surgical training and 
expectantly improve patient outcome after colon cancer surgery. 
Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop an assessment tool 
for LCME surgery and to report evidence of its content validity.

METHODS

Study design

The study was designed according to the standards described by 
Beckman and Ghaderi [12, 13]. The items of the tool were sought 
by (1) qualitative expert interviews, (2) quantitative evaluation by an 
expert panel according to the Delphi standards, and (3) conversion 
to an assessment tool format (Figure 1). The study was conducted 
virtually from September 2018 to October 2020.

Expert panel

Members of the expert panel were selected from high- volume LCME 
units in Norway, Spain, the UK, and Germany. Five colorectal sur-
geons with an established practice of LCME were approached, and 
all were included in the panel. The experts had a combined experi-
ence of 1700 LCME cases with a range of 100– 700 per expert.

Interviews

Two investigators, including one researcher and one colorectal con-
sultant performed semi- structured interviews independently with 
members of the expert panel. The interview aimed to disclose which 
skill domains and operative steps the experts deemed essential for 
maintaining clinical and oncological safety during LCME surgery. 
No further literature review was performed as the experts were 

What does this paper add to the literature?

This is the first paper to present a procedure- specific tool 
for skill assessment during laparoscopic complete meso-
colic excision and describe the process for developing tool 
content.
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thought to be up to date with the technique in practice and to main-
tain an open- ended interview approach for the experts to describe 
their technical aspects. All interviews were audio- recorded and 
transcribed before data was extracted. Data were rephrased into 
statements and dichotomised into “oncological safety” or “clinical 
safety” sections. The oncological safety section included statements 
regarding lymphadenectomy, vascular exposure, plane dissection, 
and surgical specimen, whereas clinical safety covered statements 
describing exposure, tissue handling, surgical field, and intraopera-
tive behaviour. Each statement was then changed into a format that 
could be evaluated by the Delphi method.

The Delphi method

The Delphi method was applied to the statements collected from the 
interviews. The method has previously been described in detail [15, 
16, 30]. In short, the process allows experts to reach consensus on 
which survey statement they find essential for an assessment tool, 
by responding anonymously to survey items. Subsequently, answers 
are shared between panel members and a new survey is made based 
on the results. The process of “survey- response- result” is repeated 
until final consensus on all survey statements is reached.

For this study, the online survey tool, RedCap (Vanderbilt 
University, 2004), was used [31, 32]. The expert panel was asked to 
rate each statement with respect to its relevance for technical skill 
assessment during LCME, while preserving clinical and oncological 
safety. The rating scale ranged from “strongly disagree” [1] to “strongly 
agree” [5], with 3 being “neither agree nor disagree”. Experts in dis-
agreement with a statement were asked to add a comment and make 
an alternative statement. All results were anonymously reported to 
the panel afterwards. The Delphi method continued until members 
of the expert panel agreed on including or excluding statement items. 
Statements where ≥60% of the experts answered “agree” or “strongly 
agree” were directly included as content in the assessment tool, on 
the condition that the remaining ≤40% of experts graded the item as 
“neither agree nor disagree”. Statements with any level of disagree-
ment or with more than 40% “neither agree nor disagree”- responses 
were rephrased and/or divided into more specific statements and in-
corporated into the next round.

Development of assessment tool

The content of the LCME tool was designed based on consensual 
statements from the Delphi method. The statements were con-
verted into items and split into two versions: right- sided and left- 
sided LCME resections. Items not describing side- specific steps 
were included in both versions. Further, all items were divided 
into sections of “instrumental handling”, “tissue handling”, “clinical 
safety”, and “oncological safety”. Two authors constructed assess-
ment categories, representing four competence levels: “inadequate”, 
“suboptimal”, “adequate”, and “optimal”. “Not applicable” was pro-
vided as a fifth answer if the laparoscopic video material was insuf-
ficient for evaluation to make a judgement. Finally, the expert group 
received the tool for evaluation.

Statistical analysis

To evaluate the level of agreement between experts (inter- rater reli-
ability) in each Delphi round, a mixed effect model was used to cal-
culate the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) in a fully crossed 
design [33]. The calculation of ICC was based on statements trans-
ferred from the previous Delphi round. Thus, statements directly 
included as tool content in the previous round, were not involved 
in the ICC calculation of the next round. However, in case the re-
sponses displayed ceiling or floor effect (complete agreement or dis-
agreement) we estimated an ICC with fixed total variance (ICC- f), for 
which we assumed the total variance was equal to that of a uniformly 
distributed 5- point Likert- scale ((52– 1)/12) = 2.0. All statistical analy-
sis was conducted using STATA (StataCorp. 2019. Stata Statistical 
Software: Release 16).

RESULTS

Interview and Delphi method

An overview of the process is described in Figure 2. Sixty- nine 
statements were extracted from the interviews and included 
in the Delphi method and four Delphi rounds were performed 

F I G U R E  1  Overview of the study process.
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F I G U R E  2  Statements included and excluded in the Delphi process. A total of 69 statement items were incorporated in the first round, 
from which 49 were accepted. The remaining 20 statements were rephrased and divided into more specific statements, as the panel found 
them unclear: three statements were split in two; one statement was split in five; and three statements were shortened to two. A total of 
25 statements were included in the second round. Of those, 16 statements were agreed upon; the remaining nine statements generated 
disagreement. Of these, two statements were excluded as these were graded as “disagree” and “strongly disagree” by 80% of the experts, 
and the remaining seven statements were rephrased. In the third round, three statements were readily accepted, one was divided into two, 
and the rest were rephased. Subsequently, five statements were included in the fourth round, where all statements were accepted.

Interviews

69 statements in Delphi 1
(Supplemental table 1)

49 statements included

16 statements included

20 statements with
disagreement

25 statements in Delphi 2
(Supplemental table 2)

9 statements with
disagreement

7 statements in Delphi 3
(Supplemental table 3)

3 statements included

5 statements included

In total:
73 statements included

4 statements with
disagreement

5 statements in Delphi 4
(Supplemental table 4)

2 statements
excluded

1 statement split in 2

3 statements
divided in 2

•

•

•

1 statement split in
4

3 statements
merged to 2
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before consensus was reached (Figure S1). In the first round, the 
responses ranged from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, 
with few responses being “strongly disagree” (2%) or “disagree” 
(8.1%; Table 1). In the second round, the “strongly disagree”- 
percentages increased to 10.4%. A ceiling effect was observed 
in the fourth round, with 96% of the responses being “agree” or 
“strongly agree”. The ICC- f ranged from 0.65 (95% Cl: 0.59– 0.71) 
in the first Delphi round to 0.84 (95% Cl: 0.75– 0.93) in the final 
fourth Delphi round.

Left- sided LCME procedure

In the first round, consensus was reached for all statements describ-
ing plane dissection, intraoperative behaviour, and surgical speci-
men, whereas statements on (1) lymphadenectomy, (2) vascular 
exposure, (3) exposure, and (4) tissue handling spurred discussion 
(Figure S1).

1. Statement L2, describing lymphadenectomy and clearance of 
fatty tissue around the inferior mesenteric artery (IMA), needed 
elaborate revision; only after inclusion of how the para- aortic 
nerve plexus should be spared, it reached consensus in the 
third round.

2. Statement L3 stated that the same vessels should be ligated 
for transverse and right- sided tumours. Due to a high level of 
“strongly disagree” responses, this statement was excluded in the 
second round (L3a). In contrast, experts readily “agreed”/”strongly 
agreed” to statement L3b stating that the common middle colic 
artery and vein should be divided at their origin or at the level of 
the superior mesenteric vessel for transverse colon tumours.

3. In the exposure section, statements describing the protection and 
visualisation of landmarks before IMA ligation, generated debate 
in the first three rounds (statement L9, L10). It was argued that the 
visualisation of the left ureter was unnecessary if other landmarks 

ensured dissection anterior to the retroperitoneal structures. 
After this comment was added, the expert panel reached consen-
sus in the fourth round.

4. Statement L31a, encouraging surgeons to avoid sharp dissec-
tion during mobilisation of the mesocolon was graded with 80% 
disagreement and excluded. Further, two statements describing 
instrument handling around the pancreas, were first accepted in 
the fourth round (statement L25I, L25II).

Right- sided LCME procedure

In the first round for right- sided LCME, consensus was reached for 
statements describing exposure, surgical specimen, and intraopera-
tive behaviour (Figure S1). Statements regarding lymphadenectomy 
reached consensus in the second round. However, statements re-
garding (1) vascular exposure, (2) plane dissection, and (3) tissue han-
dling incited discussion.

1. All exposure- describing statements were accepted in the first 
round, except statement R8. It stated that the same vessels 
should be ligated for transverse and right- sided tumours (cor-
responding to L3), which again provoked strong disagreement 
and was excluded.

2. For plane dissection, a group of closely related statements (state-
ment R9, R10, R11), describing the distal resection margin for 
ascending colon tumours and the division of terminal ileum in 
regard to the ileocaecal valve, all generated debate with ≥60% 
“disagreeing” respondents in the first round. Consensus on the 
division of the terminal ileum was reached in the second round, 
whereas consensus regarding the distal resection margin for as-
cending colon tumours was first established in the fourth round.

3. Statement R35, encouraging surgeons to avoid sharp dissection 
during mobilisation of the mesocolon, received 80% “disagree-
ing” responses and was thus excluded from the process. Further, 

TA B L E  1  Response characteristics of the Delphi panel

Frequency (%) of the responses in the Delphi process

Answer category

Delphi 1 Delphi 2 Delphi 3 Delphi 4

(n = 69) (n = 25) (n = 6a) (n = 5)

Strongly disagree 2.0 10.4 - - 

Disagree 8.1 8.0 16.7 - 

Neither agree nor disagree 6.4 12.0 - 4.0

Agree 35.9 36.0 30.0 36.0

Strongly agree 47.5 33.6 53.3 60.0

Interclass correlation coefficient

ICC- f (95% Cl) 0.65 (0.59– 0.71) 0.65 (0.55– 0.74) 0.72 (0.57– 0.86) 0.84 (0.75– 0.93)

ICC 0.30 0.57 6.87e- 13 2.38e- 16

Note: The percentage of item responses for all experts.
Abbreviations: ICC, interclass correlation coefficient; ICC- f, ICC with fixed variance; n, total number of items.
aIn the third round of Delphi, one statement was not included, as the answer categories were designed differently.
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statement R29 (corresponding to L25), describing instrumental 
handling around pancreas was first accepted in the fourth round.

Development of the assessment tool

The accepted statements from all four Delphi rounds for left-  and 
right- sided procedures were included in a final assessment tool 
(Figures 3A,B). The tool items were designed to reflect the consen-
sus statements. Four labelled rating levels were created for each 
item, ranging from 1 to 4 points. A fifth answer category was added: 
“not applicable” for insufficient video material. The tool was devel-
oped for left-  and right- sided LCMEs and named the complete meso-
colic excision competency assessment tool (CMECAT).

The score of CMECAT was calculated as an overall mean: each 
assessable item in a section was given 1 to 4 points (0 points = “not 
applicable”), and the total score was summed up and divided by the 
item number (section mean). Finally, all section- means were summed 
up and divided by the number of sections in the left- side or right- side 
CMECAT (overall mean). This value ranged from 1 (suboptimal) to 4 
(optimal).

DISCUSSION

A novel LCME assessment tool, CMECAT has been developed and 
its content validity has been reported. As left-  and right- sided LCME 
procedures differ substantially in technical complexity and op-
erative steps, the tool has been designed in side- specific versions. 
CMECAT is aimed towards all LCME surgeons regardless of expe-
rience, so even self- evident procedural steps were converted into 
scoring items: an example could be the visualisation of the ureter 
for left LCME; although ureter identification is crucial for a LCME- 
novice, it might not be necessary for an established LCME surgeon.

CMECAT was developed from semi- structured interviews and 
the Delphi method, which has several particularly attractive advan-
tages: First, experts were not obligated to meet physically or virtually 
and could be recruited from diverse geographical locations. Second, 
the expert panel could rate the statements on their own time sched-
ules, improving process feasibility. Third, the anonymous character 
of Delphi ensured that neither expert evaluation had a dispropor-
tional impact on the final consensual statements. Nevertheless, the 
method also has disadvantages. Innate to its design, the process ex-
cludes direct discussion between experts. Therefore, the statement 
consensus relied heavily on the interpretation of expert ratings by 
the facilitating researcher. To circumvent this, initial Delphi state-
ments were generated from semi- structured interviews to convey 
the experts' perspectives. Moreover, experts were encouraged to 
comment on refused statements, and these comments were then 
incorporated by the facilitator in the item rephrasing process.

The literature reports no consensus on the optimal number of 
experts in a Delphi process [14]. In theory, a large expert group 
improves consensus reliability [30]. However, it concomitantly 

increases the risk of additional Delphi rounds, which aggravates the 
risk of panel fatigue and “false consensus” [16, 34, 35]. Our process 
included five experts. This is a small number compared to similar 
studies [20– 22, 36, 37], but at study initiation a limited number of 
surgeons were engaged in LCME training. As LCME surgery is more 
widely adopted today, the number of experts at surgical centres 
worldwide could surely be increased if the study was repeated. This 
would, however, not necessarily change the final result. As shown, 
the expert panel agreed on the majority of statements in the first 
two Delphi rounds independently of country of origin and there 
seems to be a consensus on the elementary technical steps of LCME.

Another methodological aspect to consider is the definition of 
“expert consensus”, as no formal criteria exists. Previously, 70% 
“agree” or “strongly agree” responses have been defined as a cutoff 
for statement inclusion [35]. As only five experts were included in 
the present study, 60% agreement were accepted as a cutoff, but 
only if the remaining experts answered “neither agree nor disagree”. 
A cutoff of 70% may have changed the number of Delphi rounds and 
the consensual statements. To evaluate expert consensus, ICC and 
ICC- f were calculated. The computation of ICC should be considered 
when interpreting the results. Based on a casual observation of re-
sponse data, the ICC seems surprisingly small, given the substantial 
percentage of “agree” and “strongly agree” responses. However, this 
is a consequence of the ceiling effect which arises when the variance 
level among experts is compared to the total variance based almost 
solely on the two response categories: “agree” and “strongly agree”. 
For that reason, ICC- f is a more appropriate model, as it accounts for 
the ceiling effect. ICC- f increased through all rounds, suggesting that 
a minimal and acceptable amount of measurement error was intro-
duced by the independent expert (ICC- f 0.84 in round 4).

As a relatively new technique, LCME implementation in a wider 
surgical community is still lacking. Though it has been defined as a 
concept [1], the exact difference between a LCME and a “conven-
tional” laparoscopic hemicolectomy is challenged by the lack of a 
standard definition for the latter: Although the pathological stan-
dards of CME resection specimens have been described by Benz 
et al. in 2019 [38], the surgical community needs to define the op-
erative steps that are crucial to maintain the oncological quality. As 
a procedure- specific tool aimed towards LCME surgery, CMECAT 
might provide a framework for this. Supplementing the work of 
Benz and his colleagues, the use of CMECAT as a checklist could 
help differentiate when a laparoscopic colon resection is adherent 
to the LCME concept or not. Moreover, it may be valuable in point-
ing out specific procedural steps where more training and supervi-
sion is needed, although not formatively how to do it, as the tool 
is designed for summative assessment. In the future, CMECAT may 
be used as a sign- off tool in an LCME certification process, like the 
ESSQS is used for certificating of laparoscopic surgeons in Japan 
[24]. It is, however, important that the cutoff score discriminating 
between “pass” and “fail”- surgeons is carefully determined based on 
sound scientific evidence. As the CMECAT only assesses technical 
skills, it is essential, in an LCME certification process, to consider 
the nontechnical skill, pathological reports and the holistic care of 
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F I G U R E  3  Laparoscopic complete mesocolic excision competency assessment tool (left-  and right- sided version).
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F I G U R E  3   (Continued)
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F I G U R E  3   (Continued)
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F I G U R E  3   (Continued)
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the patient. If CMECAT is clinically implemented, it may improve 
progression feedback to CME surgeons- in- training and facilitate 
implementation of the LCME technique, though future studies are 
required to provide evidence hereof.

For tools aimed towards cancer surgery, particular attention 
should be directed to the relationship between performance scores 
and pathological evaluation, as the plane of surgery has been as-
sociated with improved patient outcome [27]. Such relationship 
has been examined for the CAT for laparoscopic hemicolectomies, 
where lower ratings have been associated with shorter distal resec-
tion margin clearance and a reduced number of harvested lymph 
nodes [39]. Not considered in CAT, but of equal significance, is the 
quality of the removed specimen and the appearance of the surgical 
site. In the CMECAT, this has been addressed by items in the “onco-
logical safety”- section questioning the integrity of the mesocolon, 
the plane of dissection, and the resection margins. Whether eval-
uation of these items corresponds to the pathological reports is an 
interesting relationship that needs further examination. If evident, 
systematic use of CMECAT could help bring attention to procedural 
indicators of poor resection quality.

A limitation applying to the CMECAT design is that the case com-
plexity has not been included, leaving the assessors blinded to patient 
data (e.g., obesity, history of abdominal surgery) and tumour char-
acteristics (location and degree of progression). Although these are 
components that challenge the operative performance, some may 
contain sensitive personal information and thereby challenge patient 
data security. Further, it is difficult to ensure the CMECAT assessors 
consider these data equally when evaluating a case. However, in the 
clinical validation of the CMECAT, attention should be drawn to the 
case complexity as severe cases may cause lower CMECAT ratings. 
Finally, when the tool is subsequently used in clinical evaluation, the 
assessors are encouraged to notice the case complexity and leave 
comments where it has obstructed excellent performance.

Expert selection is another limitation of our study, as all ex-
perts were from Europe. However, at the time the study was ini-
tiated, few surgical units performed LCME routinely; In the United 
States, extensive lymphadenectomy as LCME surgery is currently 
not recommended by the American Society of Colon and Rectal sur-
geons' guidelines [40]; and for Asian countries, the Japan Society 
for Endoscopic Surgery recommended D3 resections [41]. To create 
a tool specifically designed for LCME, included in the panel were 
only surgeons who practised LCME in line with what previously has 
been defined by Hohenberger [1]. If the study was to be repeated, 
experts from other locations may have expanded the LCME versions 
and thereby increased the generalizability of the tool.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have established CMECAT, a procedure- specific 
tool for LCME surgery and provided content validity evidence. 
Further studies are planned to provide evidence of other valid-
ity dimensions and to describe correlation between CMECAT and 

clinical/pathological findings. Our long- term objective is to vali-
date CMECAT as a tool for assessment and certification of LCME 
performing- surgeons to ensure surgical competency and thereby 
improve patient outcome.
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